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Emre Ramazanoglu
A versatile mixer who is also a songwriter GEORGE SHILLING

E

mre Ramazanoglu grew up in Portsmouth and started drumming at a
young age when his mother thought it would help a coordination disorder
he suffered as a child. He became obsessed with John Bonham and paid
his way through university doing jazz gigs. Emre moved to London (‘just
as the session scene was waning!’) and met producer Jim Abiss through his
friends, who were in Sneaker Pimps. Around the same time he met top session
drummer Andy Gangadeen who warned Emre not to become a session drummer
due to the decline of the scene. He joined Jim Abiss’s band and then around the
turn of the millennium started freelancing as a Pro Tools operator/editor, doing
lots of well-paid sessions for big albums, watching and developing his skills.
Around this time the Mbox came out, and Emre soon found that programmers
were somewhat less in demand: the assistant could do the editing on an Mbox in
the cafe rather more cheaply. At this point he joined a band who were signed to
Wall Of Sound, drumming and programming, but also mixing. Emre soon started
building a reputation as a mixer. Hanging out with Jim Abiss, doing programming
for him, and also meeting Neil McLellan he learnt: ‘what things were meant to
sound like. It was like on-the-job paid ear-training, watching Al Clay mix’. For the
last three years much of Ramazanoglu’s work has been songwriting, especially
since finding new management a couple of years ago. Along this varied career he
has also started a company Rattly & Raw making third party sampler instruments
for Native Instruments’ Kontakt, (including the recently released Martin France
Drums), and more recently started an online session cooperative with a brace
of other top drummers (theboutiquedrummer.com). He has amassed many
impressive credits in all areas of his expertise, recently co-writing a track on Carly
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Rae Jepsen’s latest album, and collaborating on a remix of a track from Mark
Ronson’s Uptown Special album. He works from a room at Jimmy Hogarth’s Hoxa
HQ studios (formerly Edwyn Collins’ West Heath Yard) and when Resolution
visited he was working on a number of projects, including engineering and
programming for producer David Holmes for the new Noel Gallagher album. He
has been mixing and co-writing with Sia for her new album, drum programming
for Jamiroquai on their new album, and other projects have included mixing tracks
for Alex Clare and Ali Farka Toure, producing a track with Newton Faulkner,
writing with Guy Sebastian, and drumming and programming for Beardyman.

This room is pretty small, how do drums sound?
I do lots in here with drums, it works. We did the Martin France Drums in a
massive church, and then had to work on an entire algorithm to dial out the
church, because the close mics are crazy. I think that’s why even in dead rooms
you can get loads of flutter and cancelling stuff. The secret for me is the corner of
the room; the bass is really amazing, quite big.
How did Rattly & Raw start?
It started off as an exercise with assistants. Before I got into the writing, I
was mixing almost every day of the year, so I had mix assistants. And to get
them quicker on Pro Tools, I thought we’d do some sample chopping, because
it’s repetitive. It started to get more involved, and I thought, these are good
instruments, maybe we should sell them. I learnt to code KSP which is the
Kontakt code.
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Do you set aside time for that?
Sort of... It doesn’t take masses of time, because
it was always designed to be a side thing, so I
developed an editing system using Pro Tools which is
really efficient for editing samples. There’s one thing
in the architecture which means the way it names
thing is so consistent, so [I realised that] I could
automate the entire process. I think we did 38,000
samples in Martin France Drums, and we edited it on
the day we did it; renamed and into folders. We had
a script built by a Polish guy, it’s just a little renaming
script, but it automated everything. So that took
out months of editing. My strength is in capturing
the sounds, and with years of editing experience
— as long as there’s definitely not a problem in the
recording, then the editing can be automatic.
Are you entirely in the box for mixing?
One hundred percent. But I’ve always been in the
box, even when it was awful — terrible sounding!
And that has been the most valuable thing I’ve done,
because coming now where it actually sounds really
pretty bloody good, I’ve got all this history of battling with it before trying to
make it work, so now it’s really pleasurable.
So not even any analogue mix bus processing?
No, nothing at all, a hundred percent in the box. But I wouldn’t do if I hadn’t
done all that work before, because I’ve worked out how to hit things and where
things sound good, and what things in what order, with what on, and it’s tons of
analogue emulation stuff. I’m absolutely reliant on UAD. And not that he needs
any publicity, but the Slate Virtual Console is a big part of what I do. Incredible,
in a certain way — a certain part of the workflow — with judicious use. But it’s
amazing. Nothing else I’ve found does that.
So do you put that on everything?
Sometimes, and it depends on what it is, and how I want what to be enhanced
by it, because it is an enhancing thing.
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And you mix in here? How do you monitor?
Yes, these are my favourite things ever, Musikelectronic Geithain [ME-Geithain].
I’ve got the subwoofer. They’re weirdly built for German outside broadcast, and
they’ve got everything I don’t like in speakers, literally perfectly everything I
hate — almost without exception: concentric speakers, top-ported speakers, little
speakers: never been a fan, and yet I’m sitting in front of these thinking, this is
perfect. Unbelievably expensive, three grand for these minis, and the big ones
are the best thing I’ve ever heard in my life but they’re £15,000 a pair.
And a Dangerous monitor controller...
I was a bit self-deprecating, going, I’m not sure I’ll hear the difference. I mixed
about 200 tracks in a year, so I thought, I need to do something. I did loads
of research, and the Dangerous one just ticked every single box, exactly what I
needed without any excess features. But popping it on, it was like, Oh my god!
Not subtle.
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Do you do your drum programming in Pro Tools?
I pretty much use Pro Tools for everything, which people are a
bit funny about sometimes. I use Ableton Live still, but that’s
often starting things and I’ve got quite fluid with it working
with Beardyman — I’m actually playing in his band now. He’s
pretty close if not a genius; just so technical and interesting
— what he’s after and how he thinks is fantastic. [Ableton]
Live is great because you’re totally unlimited in what
perversion of the audio you need. I learnt loads from him on
that, and I could understand the workflow. It’s super-limited,
but brilliant because of it in some ways. But Tools is a different
world; I always end up there because I’m so quick at getting
things done.

What would you have across your ITB mix bus?
It really varies. I’ve just been mixing tracks for the Ali Farka Toure album which I
love but it’s quite different from other mixes I’m doing, and for that I had almost
nothing as you might expect. Some tape, the [UAD] ATR-102, and maybe a
Pultec, but nothing else — it just didn’t need it. I’ve just mixed a band called
Ritual on Island, quite a modern sound, and that would have five or six pre-mix
buses — subgroups within the track, because the bass end management was so
extreme, having massive subs but un-smashed sounding tracks so they’re quite
spacious and big, but enormous amounts of varying sub notes to deal with. The
management is to get evenness and dancefloor awareness of sub. It’s often in big
pop mixes now — I’m really sub-aware. Not using it for impact, more for style.
But they can get more complicated because of headroom issues. And different
vocal processing, and some mix filtering — that would be quite complicated. It
wouldn’t sound like it, it’s only a few elements, but some are sample re-creations,
big amounts of processing, lots and lots of tracks — not from the production,
because their productions are amazing, but they got complex.
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Do you generally use Beat Detective for drum tracks?
It depends who’s playing! It depends on the project. Sometimes
I’ll use Elastic Audio, because I know how to keep that phase
coherent. It’s not dissimilar to Collection mode in Beat Detective.
That’s the procedure. Otherwise what you get in Elastic Audio
by default is lots of non-contiguous markers, and then you
quickly get issues. I use that when I do more creative processing
on drums. Or flinging loops in quickly, using it a bit more like Ableton, doing
rapid Warp marking. If I’m doing fixing first, where it’s exposed, it will always
be Beat Detective. But I worked out a little method for that which I still haven’t
broken, it just works. A certain number of settings, Trigger Pad, approach and
order, and doing fades not in Beat Detective but with Batch Fades, a certain
shape, and it’s really quick — you can do quite big chunks — depending on the
playing. Because I’m quite irreverent, I’ll often chop up problematic sections and
move them manually into the closest place, and then attack it again. You can
be really brutal because it’s all going to be moved anyway — there’s nothing
to preserve.
How did the Carly Rae Jepsen’s track get written?
That was with my friend Sam [Dixon] who’s here as well, who invited me to try
a backing track. And Sam writes quite a lot with Sia, so we sent it to Sia and she
wrote a song on it and sent it back. Then that was in various labels for a while,
and Carly Rae Jepsen wanted to cut it, and it went on her album.
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So the backing track is what you originally produced?
We ended up producing it. We got the call that they were doing the track, and
me and Sam just went, Shall we get this really good? And we spent two days
and sent it off, and the next day, the album was finished, and the label copy
was sent off, so I’m really glad we did! I was offered the mix, but someone else
had mixed the whole record, a fantastic mixer in America, and I thought, why
would I stick my oar in now when he’s done a really great job on everything
else? And I’m glad I did that.
How did you speed up the elements from Mark Ronson’s I Can’t
Lose for your MenuWriteMessage remix?
It’s way faster. That was a good adventure in Elastic Audio.
X-Form?
No. Bits Polyphonic, bits X-Form, bits manual, because they all treat different
bits differently. I still use Pitch ‘n Time — on vocal mode it’s unbeatable on
quite a few things. What I’ll often do is quickly do things in Polyphonic and get
the groove right, then conform that, because the waveform won’t be showing
you what it actually is, then use that as a guide —
when it’s rhythmically perfect. Then sonically go
in and choose the best. It doesn’t take that long,
and if you’re only doing bits of X-Form it’s not that
long. It’s often not better than Polyphonic for certain
things. I should probably work out technically why,
but I haven’t had that luxury of sitting down and
doing that, I just go, ‘No! Yes! Better! Timestretch!’.
I’ll often drag things with the TCE Scrubber to match
the thing and do crossfader stuff. It gets involved, but
it gets a much better result than just hacking in there.
It depends how effected it is as well.

What’s it like
being in a multiroom complex?
It’s brilliant, I’m
absolutely blessed.
But lots of other
people aren’t, they’re
by themselves, and
working with other
people is what it’s all
about. The reason I
got into songwriting
was when I did a
year of mixing I was
by myself, and I’m
not that guy — I
need other people around, and the songwriting’s been great for that — more
collaborative stuff. n

Do you ever have any problems with what
you are delivered for mixing projects?
If you are a producer and you can’t deliver your
production sounding like your rough mix when I
put the stems up, it’s not a production. I get this a
lot, where you’ve had a smashed, destroyed mix,
and it sounds kind of cool but there’s loads of stuff
that is irrecoverable: technical issues like the vocal
ducks down on every bass drum. If you can’t deliver
something that sounds like that vibe, you put the stems
up and they’re dry, flat sounds, that’s not what you’ve
delivered as your production. So that’s something to
strive towards; if it’s serious mix stuff you might need
to print stems of what you’ve done. I can re-make it
all, but I’m trying to get to zero with your production
before I start working with it. You can always do it,
it’s often not magic, but it’s like, I’m trying to make
your vision work really well, and now I’m getting my
interpretation of it before I start mixing. It happens a lot
now. So I think you can commit a bit and be confident,
because people like it, and then give me the dry parts
so I can get out of jail if I get in trouble. But everything
sounds brilliant now, and there’s a myth that the mix
is going to make it sound incredible. There’s something
annoying I say sometimes... When someone’s asked
me to tame something down, which often people do,
because it’s that instinct — they hear something and
go, oh I can hear that, that’s probably wrong, let’s turn
it down. It’s like, Do you remember those really boring
records which were a bit dull sounding, where nothing
really happened — the ones you used to like when you
were a kid, that really got you excited? You get it a lot
when you’re mixing.
You have lots of nice gear, but only use it on
the way in?
Yeah, but it’s quite extreme sometimes! I don’t mind
committing; it’s good to do that. I ReAmp a lot with
the Little Labs PCP, it’s a very clever matrix - it’s the
only thing I do outside the box. I’ve got two guitar
amps behind these cupboards, a couple of really old
Selmer 60s things, and I can’t beat them in the box,
they’re so wrong!
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